
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2022-23) 

CLASS-V

SCIENCE

SUMMER BRINGS US NICE WARM SUN 

FOR SWIMMING, DANCING AND LOTS OF FUN. 

THE LONG-AWAITED DAYS ARE HERE 

A FEW DAYS BREAK AWAY FROM THE STRESSES AND WORK. 

SUMMER IS HERE WITH A BANG, HOT WINDs, BURNING SUN 

AND UNDYING THRUST KEEP US AT HOME. 

NOW IT IS TIME TO RECHARGE YOURSELF.
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b. What kind of man is Diya's father? 
C. How can you help your grandparents? 

2. Rahul loves to eat chips, burgers and chocolates. His parents 

always discourage him to eat junk food. 

a. Why do you think Rahul's parents do not let him to eat 

junk food? 

b. What values are they promoting? 
C. How can children be persuaded to eat healthy food? 

E. Yoga Everyday keeps diseases away. 

Perform five yoga asanas for eyes, calf muscles, knee and ankle joint, 

neck and spine, & legs and thighs everyday during your vacations. 

F. Plant any 5 saplings in vacations and attach their photograph. 

E. Find 50 difficult words from your science book and make Science

dictionary. 
F. Revise explained U12 syllabus



Holiday Homework (2022-23)

Subject:- English 
Class-5 

S 
Dear Students 

You must do all the homework in ruled A-4 size sheet.Make a beautiful folder 
and keep all the holiday homework sheets neatly in them to be handed over to 

your subject teacher. 

Pick out 5 Nouns, 5 Adjectives and 5 Action words and write it on the sheet. 

Pick out 5 words fróm thé poem HUG-OF-WAR and make 5 pairs of rhyming 

words. 

Write the given 10 words and change it inti Abstract Noun. 

Wise 
Present 

Know 
Child 
Human 
Honest 
Absent 

Beautiful 
Brave 
. King 

Make a bookmark of a cartoon character/an animai and write a quotation on 
it. 

Take a traditional game played in childhood. Paste/draw the picture of that 

gane and write about how the game is played with its Rule 



SHARDA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK (2022-23) 

CLASS-5 

SUBJECT-S.ST 

1. Visit to Prime Minister museum and War Memorial during summer vacation and express your 

views on A4 size sheet. 

2. On a outline map of the world , mark all the important latitudes(Equator, Tropic of cancer, 

Tropic of Capricorm, Arctic and Antarctic circle and Prime meridian) 

3. Gather information of any one natural disaster occurred during 2021 make a project report on 

A4 size sheet and paste the picture of that disaster. 

4. On the chart collect information about some of the Nobel prize winners. Paste their pictures 

and write their contribution. 

5. On a chart draw colourfully the three climate zones of the Earth.(page-27) 

6. Draw the position of Earth during Equinoxes and solistices(page-14) on a chart. 

7. On a chart, draw colourfully the three stages of a river.(page-20) 

8. On a A4 size sheet write the names of the nations that first signed the charter of the United 

Nations. Collect the pictures of the flags of these nations and pate them( take help of internet.) 

9. In a scrapbook collect the timeline of the event that took place starting from the arrival of 

Mahatma Gandhi on the national scene to the day India won Independence. Also paste the 

pictures of the event. 

10. Art Integrated Projeet: Topic "Games of Telangana" (Modern and Traditional) 
write any two games on A4 size sheet .Paste the pictures of the game.(Take the help of 

internet) 



COMPUTER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 
SESSION 2022-23 

Class 5 

1. Create A Presentation On "My School" Containing Five Slides In Ms- Powerpoint By 

Collecting Useful Informaion And Images About The Topic . Take Printout And Paste In 

Computer Notebook 

2 Write A Newspaper Report Giving An Imaging Account of 'Ganesh Utsav in Your City In 

Ms-Word And Take A Printout And Paste It In Your Computer Notebook 

HOLIDAYS HOME WORK 
2022-23 

ART& CRAFT 

CLASS 5TH 

1. DO THE DRAWING, COLORING, CRAFT WORKS OF PAGE NO. 10-20 FROM "AESTHETICS ART &ACTIVITY "BOOK. 
2. COMPOSITION:-MY BEAUTIFUL GREEN CITY. 
3. CRAFT MAKING -a - MAKE A MASK OF ANIMAL.b - MAKE A BEAUTIFUL PAPER FOLDER wITH WASTE PAPER 
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                                                        MATHS  

Do holidays homework on loose sheets 

Make a model/working clock with the help of matchsticks/broomsticks to show 

Roman numerals. 

Prepare a chart on international and Indian number system upto crore/million. 

Learn and write tables from 2 to 20. 

Practice Sums of Ch-2 

1.Write the numeral for: 

 (A) Thirty-nine crore one lakh seventy-four thousand twenty-eight. 

 (B)   Three hundred seven million one thousand seventy four 

 (C)  Four crore four lakh  four thousand four hundred twenty-eight. 

 (D) Eight thousand one hundred seven.  

2.Write 2,05,552 in expanded form. 

3.Write the place value and face value of underline digits 94,12,53,678. 

4.Arrange 85,22,963; 8,52,51,963; 8,55,19,863; 85,21,963 in ascending and 

descending order. 

5.Write 525431055 in Indian and International number system. 

6.Write the predecessor and successor of 8,62,51,30,258. 

7.Write the successor and predecessor of smallest 6-digit numbers. 

8. Round off 5,28,322 to the nearest ten thousands and lakhs. 

9.Countings by fives,write the numbers starting from 24095 to 24115. 

10.Countings by 1000s,write the numbers starting from 7,68,505 to 7,74,504. 

11,Find the sum of greatest 4 -digit numbers and smallest 4- digit  using three 

different digits. 



12.Make the smallest and greatest numbers of 7-digit such that 1 is fixed at 

hundreds place-2,0,3,1,9,7. 

                      Practice sums of Ch-5 

1.Last year three rice factories produced 1270646 bags, 1861757 and 7851223 

bags of rice respectively. How many total bags of rice were produced in three 

factories altogether? 

2. A number exceeds 248555 by 17645. What is that number? 

3 There were three candidates in an election. They received 675809 votes, 

564400 votes and 234153 votes respectively. Find the total votes received in the 

election? 

4. Mary bought a computer for ₹ 43555 and a mobile that was priced ₹ 6810 less 

than the computer. How much she paid for the mobile? 

5. There are 65498 bags of rice in a godown. If 56467 bags are sold. How much 

bags are left in the godown? 

6. One ream of paper contains 4700 sheets. How many sheets of paper are there 

in 654 reams? 

7. Multiply a) 78596×4066          b) 81005×453. 

8.  A packet can hold 144 toffees. How many packets are required to pack 384552 

toffees? 

9.Divide a) 85,751÷41         b) 8767904÷235 

10.Rohan donated ₹ 1457 in a charity fund and Rahul ₹ 3244 in a charity fund. 

What is the estimated value of money donated.Also find the actual amount. 

11.Divide the greatest 7 digit number by greatest 3-digit number. 

12.Simplify : 34567+39875-22668 

Mental Maths 

1.Add 5×8 to 7×3. 

2.What is (120÷10)+(140 ÷ 14) ? 



3.How many more  than 28 is 13×7? 

4.Write down the next  number  

8,10,12,14,16 _ ,_, _,_ 

5.How many 50s make 200? 

 

 Art integrated project 

Sport (game ) of Telengana 

(describe  any one game ) 


